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o. Abstract

In this paper some aspects are treated of the implementation of Markov

decision models. As illustration a cash control problem of a bank is

used. It is emphasized that optimality is not decisive when choosing a

strategy : by the optimization procedure one may find good strategies

and these help to construct and evaluate other strategies. Also the

organizational aspect of implementation (centralized or decentralized

decision making ) is discussed.

It is demonstrated that, even without formal implementation, the

construction of a Markov decision model can be very useful.
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1. Introduction

In the last two decades an enormous number of papers has been published

on Markov decision processes (for some references see [7] in the first

issue of this journal). An overwhelming majority of these papers treats

theoretical and algorithmic aspects. As reasons for these interests one

hears : the interesting mathematical structure and the practical rele

vance. It is a common belief among people working on Markov decision

theory that their results are very important for application. However,

the number of real applications reported in the open literature is

rather low. Also the methodology of application does not get much atten

tion in the literature.

In this paper we will discuss some aspects of applying Markov decision

models. We think it is relevant to discuss such points, since applica

tion is not as straightforward as most mathematically inclined people

seem to think. By demonstrating whi~h role Markov decision models can

play in the decision making process, we hope to stimulate the use of

such models.

In fact many aspects of applying Markov decision models are worth to be

considered. To name some aspects with a relatively technical background

modelchoice (e.g. level of aggregation), model estimation, validation,

updating of the model, sensitivitY,statistical variation of the rewards.

Although these aspects will be touched in the sequel, we will not concen

trate on them in this paper. As said before, we will concentrate on the role

of the models in the decision making process. This will be done by

discussing the relevance of finding optimal strategies (section 3) and by

discussing the responsibility for the decisions (section 4) .

In section 2 we will sketch a typical practical problem and its model as

Markov decision process. The discussion of this example, the control of

hard cash in a bank, will be used to elucidate our views in section 3

and 4.

2. The control of hard cash

In the local branches of any bank a lot of hard cash is going in and

out. The cash-keepers of the branches hate it to be out of cash. On
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tho other IlanJ safety-stocks give interest losses. So the branch

offices have an inventory problem. This inventory problem has much

similarity with the cash-balance problems of firms as treated in the

literature by several authors (see e.g. Constantinides [3J , Hoch

staster [4]) .Bartmann [lJ treats a bank's hard cash control problem

of an analogous structure as the one treated here.

The structural difference of this hard cash inventory problem with

the usual inventory problems is that demands as well as orders can be

both positive and negative. Further we find all the well-known

features like lead-times, fixed costs for orders and proportional

inventory costs.

For our purpose it is not necessary to sketch the complete model con

struction process and to mention all types of variants. It suffices

to sketch the situation for one of the branches of a banking firm.

The banking firm for which the investigation has been done, possesses

branches in several cities. Usually in each city only one. These

branches have quite a volume of business and operate relatively inde

pendent. For these branches the possibilities to obtain extra hard

cash or to deposit hard cash are quite different and therefore for each

branch a seperate model is needed. For our purpose the simplest

situation is already appropriate.

For the particular branch we consider, it is possible to order hard cash

in positive or negative amounts at the end of each morning. These

orders are executed with a very short time delay. Such orders cost

Dfl. 71,50 each, no proportional costs are involved. Inventory costs

consist of the interest losses, so inventory costs are proportional to the

amounts of hard cash in stock. Inventory costs are based on an interest

rate of 8% per year.

From a year's figures for the hard cash level at the end of each morning

and of each day, it is simple to construct a transition mechanism. It

appeared in this case that the weekly cycle was dominant. Moreover,

distinction between a summer and a winter transition mechanism seemed

sensible. For simplicity we will stick in this exposition to one transition

mechanism. (see table 1)
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mean standard dev.

Monday morning 336 91

Monday afternoon 53 8~

Tuesday morning 71 74

~ Tuesday afternoon 31 92

Wednesday morning 95 62

Wednesday afternoon 42 90

Thursday morning 70 63

Thursday afternoon 8 115

Friday morning 46 96

Friday afternoon 66 144

Table 1 mean and standard deviation in a year's sample of half-day

hard cash receipts in units of Ofl. 1000,--. So for each

half-day period the receipts in the mean surpass the out

goings. Statistical testing learned that it is acceptable

to model the one-period receipts as a Gaussian random

variable with the appropriate parameters values

However, the weekly cycle consisting of 10 halfday pe~iods makes it

desirable to indicate the state of the process by a pair (s,t), in

which s denotes the stock level and t the period Within the week ;

t = 1,2, ... , 10. It may seem that this extensive set of states is

computationally prohibitive, however: when using an appropriate form

of Gauss-Seidel iteration, (see for the efficient handling of periodic

Markov decision processes, Carton's paper [2J or Riis'paper [8J ) the

amount of work to be done is of the same o~der as in a problem with

only stock as state indicator.

One aspect has not been incorporated so far. Because of fluctuations

in the hard cash floVls it would be possible to have a stock transition

in one afternoon from say Ofl. 200.000,-- to Ofl. 50.000,-- in such

a way that somewhere in the afternoon the stock is negative, which is

practically impossible. From a sample of detailed one-period cash
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flow the probabilities of "passing" an out-of-stock sl.tuation in the

midst of a period are estimated, given period and sta~ting stock (see

fig.1) So, "out-of-cash" may occur in two different ways

a. at the end of the period the stock might be negative; it is then

replaced by zero.

b. the cash at the end of the period is positive, but somewhere the

middle of the period the cash was empty,

60'~

40%

20%

Morning

mean 8.6

st. dev. 13.:3
60%

40%

20%

Afternoon

mean 20.2

st.dev" 22.7

o 20 40 60 o

sample frequencies of dips in morning and afteLnoon. The size

of the dips is measured in units of Ofl. 1000,--. The dip

indicates how much the hard cash stock falls in the course

of a period below the minimum of the stocks at beginning and

end of the period. The dip frequencies are approximated by

gamma distributions with the appropriate parameter values.

The model is completed by an out-of stock penalty-cost.

Stock level is measured in portions of Ofl. 25.000,-- ranging from

Ofl. 0 to 0 i. 750.000,-- (this aggregation level ~llows a sufficiently

detailed analysis and is numerically attractive).

Applying the average reward criterion optlmal strategles are computed

with a successive approximations scheme (for the standard successive

•
•

••
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approximations scheme with appropriate bounds see e,g. Hordijk/Tijms

[5J; in order to exploit the weekly periodicity a Gauss-Seidel type

variant has been developed using the same idea as in Carton [2J and Riis'

[8J) The out-of-stock penalty-cost is varied. So the rptimal strategy,

its out-of-stock frequency and its average costs (without penalty) are

computed as a function of the penalty" In 4 iterations (representing

4 weeks of operation) a very precise solution is obtained. Including

extra computations like out-of-stock frequency, such an exercise

requires about 12 seconds of processing time on the B7700 of Eindhoven

University of Technology (a better exploitation of the problem

structure, together with a careful choice of the computational method,

would probably diminish computational time; a further reduction may

be obtained by the use of aggregation) .

It seems possible to handle the problem without penalty costs, but

with a constraint on the out-of-stock frequency by linear programming

(see Kallenberg r6] section 4.7). Then also a post-optimal analysis

for this constraint is desirable. It is likely that such an approach

would require more computertime.

The modelling process has only been sketched roughly in this section.

For all choices alternatives have been considered and also the effects

of some refinements have been measured. Also the sensitivity with

respect to some parameters (e.g. the interest rate) has been tested.

3. Is an optimal strategy really optimal?

For the model of section 2, computation of an optimal strategy leads

to the strategy of table 2. Simulation of this strategy in the hard

cash flow of last year confirmed the results.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
--~.

upper level 375 425 400 525 575

norm 175 225 225 325 325

lower level 125 175 150 250 225
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optimal hard cash order scheme for out-of-stock penalty

Dfl.2000,--; the amounts are in units of Dfl.iooo,--. Stock

should be diminished until the norm is reached, if it surpasses

the upperlevel and stock should'be replenished until the norm

is reached if stock'decreased below the lowerlevel. Costs of

this s6heme are Dfl.628,-- per week and out-01 ~~ock fre

quency is 1 65 per year.

For implementation simpl0 strategies are preferable. For our example

this means that the daily changes of upperlevel, norm and lowerlevel

are undesirable (for another type of example, where simply structured

strategies were preferred above optimal st.rategies, see Wessels/van Nunen

[9 J). In principle it would have been possible to put as side condition

in the optimization that all days should have the same order scheme.

However, thls is computationally nasty and, moreover, this condition

is not a strict one : it deptnds on the price. Therefore, the best way

to proceed is by designing one or more strategies consisting of a daily

order scheme which is maintained duri.Ilqthe week. For our examples,

table 3 gives two relevant daily order schemes.

i

scheme 1 scheme 2 combined scheme

upper level 475 500 400 550

norm 250 300 225 325

lower level 175 200 150 225

Table 3 simpler order schemes for the hard cash problem :

scheme 1 and 2 are meant as order scheme for each day

of the week, the combined scheme gives in its first column

the levels for Monday till Wednesday and in its second

column the levels for Thursd?y and Friday.

These simpler schemes b~come relevant if they are nearly optimal.

For an evaluation see tdble 4.
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optimal scheme 1 scheme 2 combined scheme

out-of-stock freq. 1.65 2.88 1.25 1.38

inventory costs p.w. 460 477 S:c' 472

replenishment costs p.w. 27 13 10 19

stock reduction costs p.w. 141 159 170 155

total costs p.w. 628 649 716 646

Table 4 evaluation of different order schemes; total costs are without

the out-of-stock penalty.

Such exercises demonstrate in this situation that a fixed daily scheme

for the whole week is not possible without a considerable financial loss

and/or a considerably increased out-of-stock frequency. So, as a compro

mise, it seems worthwhile to try a corriliined scheme, which fixes the

order levels for the first three days of the week and for the block of

the last two days seperately. Indeed, this type of scheme is good with

respect to the r2al costs as well as with respect to the out-of-stock

frequency, as could have been expected from comparance with the optimal

scheme of table 2,

It is Forthwhile to try to find simple and well-structured strategies

which are nearly optimal. In fact, if costs are so sensitive for small

changes in the strategy that it would not be sensible to replace the

strategy, thea one may wonder whether the optimality of the optimal

strategy has a meaning at all. Namely, in dynamic decision problems the

model is never as realistic as for some of the standard linear pro

gramming problems. And therefore Markov decision models are only useful

if the quality of relevant strategies is not very sensitive with respect

to the model specifications.

ParticulaLly for tutal cost problems, it is sensible to compute

variances of total costs for relevant strategies. The computation of these

variances LS as simpJe as the computation of expected total costs. These
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variances are quite informative. In particular they give an idea

of the meaning of a difference between the expected total costs for

two strategies : Let strategy A and B have expected total costs 100

and 90 respectively (for some starting state) and ]pr ~hese total

costs have standard deviations of 15, t en the differenc~ in

quality between A and B is not even significant, whereas with a

standard deviation of 5 the difference would be substantial, although

for some purposes negligeable.

Summarizing one might say that optimization is only used as technical

device for the generation of good strategies, however, a really optimal

strategy is found by a kind of post-optimal analysis.

In fact a really optimal strategy is not just found by variation of the

optimal strategy, also robustness with respect to some of the parameters

is usually ~n essential feature. In this example the interest rate is

such a parameter.

4. Who makes the decisions?

SUP90se we have found a really optimal strategy. What do we do with it ?

The conventional answer is : implement it, the more so, if the strategy

is cheaper than the strategy applied by the cash-keeper. Well, the

latter was true in the particular example. What would be the implications

of straightforward implementation ? The first implication is the finan

cial one; within the model one may expect a costsaving of several

thousands of guilders per year for this branch and comparable amounts for

the other branches. That gives a substantial financial advantage. However,

there are other ~mplications one is the cost of implementation.

Implementation costs consist of two parts the initial costs for setting

up the system and the maintenance costs for keeping it alive and

up-to-date. With respect to the type of system to be built one might

think of two fundamentally different set-ups

a. a centralized system in which some staff group of headoffice does

the analysis and prescribes the strategy for each branch.

b. a decentralized set-up in which each cash-keeper himself analyses

his own situation and determines a strategy.
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The second set-up is very expensive, since i·t requires a very

sophisticated system which can be handled by people who are not

tra.lned in Horking ,lith models and who have a task in which this

controlling aspGct is only a minor one (in the eXcU111'1 (.' the cash-keeper

is responsib:e for all transactions at the counter of the branch,

amounting to several millions of Dutch guilders a day) So, financially,.

only the centralized approach is feasible here (the financial gain,

though substantial, is not really big).

A rough analysis shows that with a financial gain of S'.Ane thousands

of guilders per branch a relatively simple, but centralized, system

would be profitable.

In this way the direct financial implications of implementation have been

treated, However there are other implications. The most striking one

concerns the reponsibility for decisions. In the old situation the cash

keeper is responsible, i.e. he uses his knowledge of the local situation

for all types of improvisations (foresePl.ng days with a special demand,

foreseeing out"of-stock with adapted treatment of the situation). In the

new situation, he would yield his responsibility to somebody in headoffice

with foreseeable consequences. In fact headoffice is not able (and not

willing) tv take the responsibility.

So the exercis2 has lead to the conclusion that implementation in the

form of a decentralized system would be too expensive and a centralized

system would be ineffective. Hence, the result is, that the assuming

project has to be abandoned. The only remaining possibilities are to

use the model fo~ an occasional check (every two or three years say)

on the cash-keep~rs strategy and as a learning device. In fact in this

less assumlng role the model gives already a substantial effect. For

the example we have discussed so far, the cash-keeper aimed at the

right average stock level (+ Dfl. 300.000,--), but he realized it by

practically daily transports. It is not difficult to show him that

some liberality towards deviations is advantageous. For other branches

the average stock level could be decreased. Only if a thorough

automization of the branch's administration is undertaken, one might
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consider to built in a decentralized decision support system for

~l~ cash keeper's hard cash regulation problem. Such a system would

leave responsibility where it belongs.

5. Conclusions

From the e~~ample, which is quite typical, we learned that an optima

lity procedure for a Markov decision model is primarily important for

providing some good strategies as starting point for the real evaluation.

These strategies may be adapted in order to make them more structured

or to meet other constraints which are not contained in the model.

We also learned firom the example --' and this is equally typical for

dynamic decision situations - that implementation of some computer based

decision aid might cause a change in responsibility which is not always

desirable. Usually the simplest way of implementing some method takes

responsibility away fro~ a lower organizational level. One should be

very careful in doing so, since it is typical for dynamic decision problems

that the knowledge and improvisations at this lower level are very. useful.

On the other hand, implementations which leave responsibility where it

belongs, require a lot more sophistication. The required sophistication

may be very expensive but may also be unreachable because of the

behaviour of the underlying processes. There is no reason to be

ashamed of this shortcoming. In fact this feature is not a shortcoming,

it is the strength of the dynamic programming approach for Markov decision

processes that ~ts models and techniques can be used very well to help

people ma)o:e better decisions instead/of replacing them with respect to

decision making. It would be rewarding if the further development of

stochastic dynamic programming techniques and the teaching of the

dynamic programming approach would take into account these conclusions.
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